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Concept of manipulator control

The equations of motion of a manipulator system can
be written in the following form

Hq̈ + C = τ (1)

where, H(q) is a configuration dependent manipulator
inertia matrix, C(q, q̇) contains centrifugal and Coriolis
forces, and we will refer to it as the nonlinear term of the
equations of motion (for simplicity, here it is assumed that
the gravity effects are included in C). q is a vector of gen-
eralized (position) coordinates.

We define τ = τ u + τ e as generalized forces acting in
the generalized coordinates, where τ u represent the user
input (forces generated by joint motors), and τ e stands for
forces as a result of external disturbances.

We will call τ u a control torque (or force in case of a
prismatic joint), and will use it to influence the behavior of
a system in order to execute a given task. Hence, equation
(1) becomes:

Hq̈ + C = τ u + τ e (2)
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There are two large groups of motion control tasks for
robotic manipulators:

• manipulation tasks in free space

In most cases, the objective is to control the motion (po-
sition/orientation, velocity, acceleration) of an end-tool.
For example pick-and-place tasks, continuous path fol-
lowing.

• tasks that involve contact with the environment

For example, polishing, assembly operation involve ex-
tensive contact with the environment, and are often bet-
ter handled by controlling the interaction forces (rather
than simply the position of the end-tool).

In general, during the execution of a task, there are con-
trol errors. Such errors can occur as a result of:

• incomplete kinematic and dynamic model of the system

• handling unknown objects

• noisy sensor data

• unexpected disturbances and others ...
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Figure 1: Feedback control.

Due to the fact that in practice, control errors can de-
grade the system performance (during the execution of al-
most any task), we utilize feedback control.

Fig. 1 depicts the basic structure of a feedback controller.
At each sampling step, a feedback information from sensors
is analyzed and a new control input is computed.

Example:
Consider the problem of heating a room. The “desired

input” would be the desired room temperature, the “mea-
sured output” would be the real room temperature, and
the “control input” would be the power of the heater.

When applying feedback control to robot manipulators,
the type of controller used is closely related to the: (i) task;
(ii) manipulator structure (see [1] pp. 214). Depending on
the way to measure the feedback error, two basic control
schemes can be distinguished.

joint-space control ⇔ workspace control
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When joint-space control is applied, the error is measured
in terms of the joint coordinates, while when workspace
control is applied, the error is in terms of workspace coor-
dinates.

This exercise gives a short “introduction” to only the
simplest type of joint-space control. For a more detailed
introduction see [1], [2].

PD control

Let us first consider a Mass-Spring-Damper system (MSD)
with equation

mẍ + cẋ + kx = mg (3)

where, m is the mass, k and c are spring and damper
constants, mg is the weight of the mass, and x is position
variable. By setting Kp = k

m ; Kd = c
m, we can write (3) as

ẍ = g − Kpx − Kdẋ (4)

Next, we (temporarily) assume that g = 0 and simulate
the behavior of the MSD system with different values for k
and c (see Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: m = 5, blue: k = 10, c = 0, g = 0; red: k = 10, c = 2, g = 0; green: k = 10,
c = 14.14, g = 0

In the case depicted with blue, there is no damping, and
the mass will oscillate “forever” around the equilibrium po-
sition x = 0. When we add some damping (red and green
curve), the mass converges to x = 0.

By changing k and c or in other words, using different
spring and damper, we can change the system response in
a desired way.

Next, let us consider the mass without the spring and
damper. Without control, it will start from initial position
x0 with initial velocity v0 and “eventually” will start to fall
due to g.
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What should we do if we want to control the motion of
the mass so that it comes to rest at x = xd?

We can write the equation of the mass as

ẍ = g + u (5)

where u is our control input. Clearly, the choice of u
that satisfies the above requirement, is not unique. By
observing the resemblance with equation (4), we can try
with u = Kp(xd − x)−Kdẋ. Where xd is desired position
(ẋd = 0 is assumed).

The resultant closed-loop system becomes

ẍ = g + Kp(xd − x) − Kdẋ (6)

When xd = 0, equation (6) is identical to (4). The closed-
loop system is depicted in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Mass with PD controller.
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The control u = Kp(xd −x)−Kdẋ is called PD control,
where the term Kp(xd − x) is the “proportional” part and
Kdẋ is the “differential” part.

We can think of the proportional part as the gradient of
a potential function V (x), that satisfies:

V (x) > 0, for x 6= xd

V (x) = 0, for x = xd

hence, u = −
∂V (x)

∂x − Kdẋ.

One possible choice for V (x) is V (x) = 1
2
Kp(x − xd)

2

(see Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Potential function.
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Differentiation of V (x) with respect to x leads to

∂V (x)

∂x
=

∂(1
2Kpx

2 − Kpxxd + 1
2Kpx

2
d)

∂x
= Kp(x − xd)

From Lecture 6 we know that the undamped system cor-
responds to a Center. By adding damping force Fd, the
system becomes dissipative (energy is “lost”).

As in the case of the potential, the choice of a damp-
ing force is not unique. However, in order for the system
to asymptotically converge to the desired state (xd, 0), Fd

should satisfy the following relation

F T
d ẋ < 0 for ẋ 6= 0 (7)

F T
d ẋ has units of power, and clearly the choice Fd =

−Kdẋ, Kd > 0 satisfies (7).

Recall from Lecture 2 that F T
d ẋ < 0 implies that the

angle between Fd and ẋ is greater than π
2 . This gives a

clear physical interpretation of (7).
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Fig. 5 depicts a simulation of the response of the closed-
loop system (6), with and without gravity. When g = 0
(blue) the mass converges to the desired position xd = 0.5
and desired velocity ẋd = 0. However, when g = −9.8
(red), there is a steady state error. A steady state
error is defined as the difference between the input and
output of a system as time goes to infinity (when the
response has reached the steady state).
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Figure 5: blue: Kp = 6, Kd = 2, g = 0, xd = 0.5 ; red: Kp = 6, Kd = 2, g = −9.8, xd = 0.5
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How do we remove the steady state error?

• “probably” tune the gains Kp and Kd - this will not
remove the steady state error, only decrease it;

• use a different type of control (for example PID);

• compensate for the gravity explicitly.

A PID control is a PD control plus an “integral” part.
The “integral” part can remove the steady state error, how-
ever, (depending on the integral gain used) can degrade the
transient response of the system. A transient (or nat-
ural) response is the response of a system to a change
from equilibrium.

The third option, namely, compensate for the gravity
explicitly is attractive, simply because we know the value
of g. By using a control u = Kp(xd − x) − Kdẋ − g, the
closed-loop system becomes

ẍ = Kp(xd − x) − Kdẋ

The control u = Kp(xd − x) − Kdẋ − g is called PD
control with gravity compensation.
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PD control applied to robot manipulators

It is a rather remarkable fact that the simple PD control
discussed above can be rigorously shown to “work” in the
general case of equation (2) (if τ e = 0 is assumed) ([2] pp.
291).

By setting τ u = Kp(qd − q) − Kdq̇, and substituting
it in (2) we obtain

Hq̈ + C = Kp(qd − q) − Kdq̇ (8)

where, Kp and Kd are diagonal matrices with positive
entries (the diagonal structure implies that each joint is
controlled separately from the others see Fig. 6) and qd is
desired value for the joint positions (q̇d = 0 is assumed).

If the task is to perform continuous path following, then
we can include a desired value for the velocities as well to
obtain

Hq̈ + C = Kp(qd − q) + Kd(q̇d − q̇) (9)

By tuning the gains Kp and Kd, one can decrease the
errors due to the system dynamics (H , C), however, such
tuning is (in general) tedious to perform.
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Figure 6: PD control of a manipulator system.

Tasks

1. Define a manipulator model in bMSd (you can use one
of the example models in ./models), and visualize it
using the function ./general_purpose/Draw_System.m

2. Choose initial joint angles qi, and target joint angles qd

and implement a PD controller that steers the system
state from the initial to the desired one (assume that
the initial and desired joint velocities are zero). Test
cases with, and without gravity.

3. Generate a desired (position & velocity) motion profile
for each joint and follow it using a PD controller.
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For defining the motion profile for each joint you can use
the function ./general_purpose/poly3.m which gen-
erates a third order polynomial.

4. While following the motion profile generated from the
previous task, compute the position and velocity of an
end-effector point and plot it.
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